### Receipt

**Anabella Smulever**  
1976 Segui St, first floor, APT C,  
Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires 1416  
Argentina

**Papercheck, LLC**  
3905 State Street, Suite 7-516  
Santa Barbara, CA  93105  
USA

**Document/Invoice ID:** 761599

**Submitted Document:** RADIOIODINE-REFRACTORY THYROID CANCER_PAPERCHECK.docx

**Submitted:** 4/4/2021 5:39:37 PM

**Returned:** 4/5/2021 10:17:23 AM

**Word Count:** 5053

**Writing Style:** Leave The Format As It Is

**English Type:** US English

**PaperTomb Charge:** $0.00

**SMS Charge:** $0.00

**Surcharge:** $0.00

**Document Editing Charge:** $128.52

**Final Charges:** $128.52